
Experiences
Torino & Langhe



About us

Incoming Experience - hotels group and
services operates in Piedmont and
combines more than 120 selected
partners: hotels, apartments, tour
guides, restaurants, wineries, bike &
trekking specialists, bus services,
convention centers and event locations.

We have been working in the tourism
industry since 2009. With strong
relationships and in-depth local
knowledge, Incoming Experience is the
perfect choice for tour operators and
event organizers.

Incoming Experience 



CATEGORIES LEGEND

Food & wine

Outdoor activities

Da p.4 a pp.16 

Da pp.17 a pp.19 

Da pp.20 a pp.22 

Art & culture



This Experience is offered by: Eataly Lingotto 
Where: Turin
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Eataly Experience
Eataly is a food and wine center in Turin Lingotto. It
offers different types of experiences. Thanks to them it
is possible to discover the market through a tasting
tour completed by a guided visit finding out anecdotes
about food and traditions. 

In addition to that tour at Eataly it is possible to
organise cooking classes, where the team makes the
assigned dish and finally tastes it, or wine tastings to
discover the fascinating world of Italian Wine. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/Eataly/
https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/Eataly/
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This Experience is offered by: Esperienza srl 
Where: Turin and Langhe

Vermouth Experience
Discover, from historic vermouths to more modern ones, lots
of anecdotes and curiosities, vintage advertisements and
images. Taste 3 Vermouth 12 Aromatic plants from all over the
world 10 Alcoholic macerated of spices and herbs Those will be
the ingredients of your own Vermouth. 

Create 1 Bottle to be filled with 3 Vermouth bases, 7 Tinctures
1/4L wine, sugar and caramel. A workstation set up with herbs
and spices, professional tinctures, base wine, dropper, funnels.
Everyone will take home its own vermouth bottle with a
personalized label in memory of the experience.



This Experience is offered by: Casa Martini
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Where: Turin 

Casa Martini 
Experience
Discover the MARTINI’s botanicals and
learn about the production stages. Visit
Mondo Martini Gallery and discover
more about its history. Guided by
Martini's experts, visit inside the
Martini production plant! Taste the
MARTINI products and enjoy the
complementary MARTINI cocktail. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/casa-martini/


Discover the magic of Turin’s chocolate in a laboratory
where the chocolate and the hazelnuts are pleasantly
accompanied by a fascinating narration about the history of
Turin’s delicacy. Explore the wonders of Turin’s patisserie
through an authentic and qualitative experience with a high
level of detail. 

The experience ends by preparing the renowned
chocolate,  after that each participant can take home his or
her creation. In collaboration with Casa Marchetti. 
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This Experience is offered by: Esperienza srl 
Where: Turin and Langhe

Giandujotto
Experience



This Experience is offered by: Rocca di Arignano
Where: Langhe
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Cooking Course 
The Rocca di Arignano cookery courses are practical and
engaging. The soul of the school is the large central table; the
key words are: seasonality, tradition, territory, health and
wellness. Their calendar includes: Private cooking courses
corporate team building, groups of friends or for those who
want a personalised course.

Cooking courses with La Cuoca Insolita: irresistible recipes
with a focus on calories, reducing sugar, fat and refined
ingredients, allergies and diabetes. Cooking courses with
Chefs: during the year the best chefs will take turns, for one
day, to tell you, cooking together with you, all their secrets.

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Hotels/rocca-di-arignano/
https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Hotels/rocca-di-arignano/


This Experience is offered by: Esperienza srl
Where: Turin e Langhe
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/IN·DO·VÌ·NO/
A team game with a wine theme. Through a blind
tasting, where the bottles are discovered taste after
taste. The participants play guessing the origin or the
characteristics of each label following the theme of the
evening with a set of special cards.

The team that gets the most points for each wine
tasted wins the game and the prize up for grabs. The
world of wine out of academic lessons, conventions,
and labels to understand what lies behind glass while
having fun: from colour to grape variety, from vintage
to producer.



This Experience is offered by: Esperienza srl 
Where: Turin e Langhe 
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Gin Experience
From the Egyptians to the Middle Age, from the first
juniper liqueur of the Renaissance to the Turin Rosoli.
Sandalwood, Mace, Ireos, Rosa Moscata: a journey
around the world among unknown spices. Each
participant tastes and chooses the ingredients he
prefers to create his own secret recipe.

Dropper and funnels will be among the tools of the
activity at the end of which each participant will take
home his own bottle of Gin with personalized label.
The workshop ends with the guided preparation of a
gin tonic.



This Experience is offered by: Costa di Bussia
Where: Langhe
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Wine Experience in
the cellar
The wine experience in the cellar allows visitors to discover
Costa di Bussia and its wines in a path that follows past,
future and present. The experience starts from the 11
hectares of Tenuta Arnulfo’s vineyards located in the
Langhe area. It continues in the Luigi Arnulfo Historical
Museum. 

The experience follows reaching the cellar to learn about
the stages of wine production and it ends with a technical
tasting of the Langhe wines produced by Costa di Bussia. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/costa-di-bussia/


This Experience is offered by: Cadia Wine Cellar
Where: Langhe
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Blind tasting in 
the cellar
The experience is set in the wine producer company
located in Roddi, a small village 5 km far from Alba,
in the heart of the beautiful Langhe. The cellar is
exclusively family-run, where it is possible to
discover their passion in caring all customers and
showing them all the steps of wine production. The
Blind Tasting experience includes a guided tour to
the vineyards and the wine cellar with a sensorial
tasting of 3 types of wine. Only at the end of the
experience the names of the wines will be revealed. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/cadiavini/


This Experience is offered by: StudioFood33
Where: Turin
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Social Cooking
3 brigades, 3 recipes and 3 stations for a social-
cooking experience organised by
Studiofood33: a place that provides the tools
to improve cooking skills, but more importantly,
a cooking format designed specifically to create
interaction among groups of people. 

Studiofood33 teachers accompany participants
in an experience that delights the palate and
shows every nuance of the territory thanks to
tasty and fun menus. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/studiofood33-torino/


This Experience is offered by: Azienda Agricola Marrone
Where: Langhe
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Viticulture lesson tasting
and cooking class
The farmhouse Agricola Marrone is located on top of a hill and
from there starts the walk through the vineyards. An expert in
viticulture, will explain everything about the soils, the vineyards
and the wine training systems, giving an explanation about the
origin of the wines qualities. After the walk the experience
continues with a wine tasting in the cellar in La Morra. A half-
day spent together to better appreciate the Langhe and its
excellence. At the Agricola Marrone cooking classes can also be
organised, thanks of the guide of mom Giovanna and the help of
chef Paolo.

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/agricolamarrone/


This Experience is offered by: Soralamà Brewery
Where: Val di Susa
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Solaramà Brewery
Experience
The experience starts with a guided visit to the
brewery Solaramà Brewery located near the Sacra di
San Michele. The Brewmaster shows to the
participants the production techniques and the raw
materials used telling historical notes on the origins
of beer and its evolution. 

The experience is complete by a tasting of the wide
range of beers produced in combination with typical
Valsusini foods.



This Experience is offered by: Montanaro Distillery 
Where: Langhe
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Montanaro Distillery
Experience
The experience at Montanaro Distillery starts with a visit at
its artisanal production engine. The magic begins with the
starts of the production with the inebriating and unique
flavours and continues with the visit to the historical cellars,
where Grappa is being aged in oak barrels for years. The visit
ends with a tasting of the products: besides Grappa, Liqueurs
with herbs (Chamomile, Juniper, Arquebuse), Barolo Chinato,
Vermouth di Torino (White, Red, Extra Dry), Brandy, a coffee
Liqueur named Chicò and a Bitter Aperitif, perfect for after
work, produced using all natural plant extracts.

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/montanaro-distillery/
https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/montanaro-distillery/


This Experience is offered by: Villaggio
Narrante Fontanafredda

Where: Langhe
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From Barolo
to Barolo 
The experience From Barolo to Barolo
consist in a guided tour of Fontanafredda
and Borgogno’s historical cellars. The first
one belonged to the first King of Italy and
dates back to the 19th Century; The second
one is the most historical winery in
Barolo. 

It allows to explore history through
flavours thanks to the final wine tasting. 
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Guarini Experience

This Experience is offered by: Incoming Experience
Where: Turin

The secrets of Turin revealed through a unique
experience. A guided tour to discover the exotic and
esoteric details following the footsteps left by Guarino
Guarini, the great architect who changed the shape of
the city.

The tour ends with a lunch at Guarini Restaurant in
order to enjoy the Piedmontese cuisine with a creative
touch, paired by vermouth, the aperitif of Turin. The
modern and refined atmosphere, which recalls in every
corner the Guarini's works, is the icing on the cake!
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This Experience is offered by: Art in Tour
Where: Turin

Royal Turin
Discover the Royal part of Turin with the guided tour
organised by Art in Tour. The experience starts with
Palazzo Reale, residence of the House of Savoy until
1865, to be amazed by the the royal apartments with the
throne room, the eighteenth-century boudoirs and the
spaces dedicated to dancing, the Armory, … 

Along the way it is possible to admire the Chapel of the
Shroud, Guarino Guarini's masterpiece connects the
Royal Palace and the Savoy Gallery.

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/artintour/
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This Experience is offered by: Lavazza Museum 
Where: Turin

Lavazza Museum
Choose Lavazza Museum means living a multi-sensory
experience to the taste of coffee: a trip through the
aromas, sounds and images of a historic company. 

The exhibition starts with an interactive cup of coffee that
accompanies the public through the museum with a
customized itinerary. The museum is divided in 5 areas:
Casa Lavazza, La Fabbrica, La Piazza, L'Atelier e Universo.

An immersion in the world of coffee that ends with a
must-do moment experiencing: the taste of the Lavazza
Museum's Coffeliers' creations. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/lavazza-museum-turin/
https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/lavazza-museum-turin/
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This Experience is offered by: Anemos Itinerari del Vento 
Where: Turin

GreenTorino
A few minutes from the city centre Torino has wide green
areas, ideal for cycling.

In Valentino park, the cityscape is reflected on the river’s
water. From Piazza Vittorio we access the park to visit
Borgo Medievale and Valentino Castle.

A little further, Meisino natural area, Le Vallere and
Bertolla Island offer the opportunity to watch wildlife and
protected species living right on border of one of the
biggest Italian cities.

5 hours tour with ANEMOS Itinerari del Vento.

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/anemos-itinerari-del-vento/
https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/anemos-itinerari-del-vento/
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This Experience is offered by: Villaggio Narrante
Fontanafredda
Where: Langhe

E-bike tour among
Barolo vineyards
The experience E-bike tour among Barolo
vineyards stars with a day of e-cycling through
Barolo land, discovering the “La Rosa”, “Lazzarito”
and “Paiagallo” vineyards.The tour will be managed
by a local guide. The trail runs through La Morra,
Barolo, Monforte and Serralunga d’Alba.Take away
lunch by Osteria Disguido. 
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This Experience is offered by: Driving Vintage 
Where: Turin and Langhe

Driving Vintage
Experience
TURIN: Live a vintage experience driving a classic
cabriolet in order to discover the city. The
experience includes a guided tour of the
Heritage Hub and a driving experience to
discover industrial Turin. 

LANGHE: Live a vintage experience driving a
classic cabriolet in order to discover the Langhe
hills. Admire the landscapes as you explore the
picturesque roads through the green hills. 

https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/driving-vintage/
https://www.incomingexperience.it/index.cfm/en/Our-selection/driving-vintage/


CONTACTS
Consorzio Turistico Incoming Experience
Via C. L. Berthollet 19 – 10125 – Torino 
info@incomingexperience.it 
+39 011 6505309

www.incomingexperience.it

Follow us also on Social Networks

https://www.instagram.com/incomingexperience/?hl=it
https://www.facebook.com/incomingexperience
https://www.linkedin.com/company/10935674/admin/
mailto:info@incomingexperience.it
http://www.incomingexperience.it/

